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Introduction

Uveal melanoma is the most common primary intraocular tumor in adults with an incidence of 5.1 per million [1] and is a tumor that metastasizes easily. Uveal melanoma arises in the iris or in the more posterior parts of the eye, i.e. the ciliary body or the choroid. Metastases will develop in about 50% of patients with large tumors that need enucleation [2]. Metastases have a predilection for the liver and once they have developed, median survival is about 1 year [3]. There are many therapeutic modalities for the intraocular uveal melanoma which aim at conserving the eye and vision, but there is no effective cure for metastatic disease [4, 5]. Unfortunately, survival remained unchanged between 1973 and 2008 [1].

The eye is an immune-privileged site, but inflammation can be present within the established ocular tumor microenvironment [6]. Inflammation was recently established as the seventh hallmark of cancer [7]. Cancer cells may exploit immune evasion to survive and expand [8]. Uveal melanomas are quite homogeneous without much stromal tissue and may therefore themselves be the major influence on the influx of tumor-infiltrating leukocytes (TIL). We look at inflammatory characteristics of the uveal melanoma microenvironment as this offers opportunities for the development of therapeutic agents. As cancer cells may depend on inflammatory cytokines for their growth, understanding inflammation-related processes that play a role in the outgrowth of uveal melanoma and its metastases may lead to new treatments.
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Abstract

Uveal melanoma is a highly malignant intraocular tumor with quite homogeneous tumor tissue and a diffuse leukocytic infiltration. In contrast with many other malignancies, the presence of infiltrating macrophages and T cells is associated with a poor prognosis rather than a good one. The clear link between inflammation and cancer in this malignancy provides a paradigm for macrophage plasticity and function. Macrophages in uveal melanoma have an M2-like phenotype and are associated with the loss of one specific chromosome – monosomy 3. The central players involved in this process and discussed in this review include macrophages, T lymphocytes, chemokines and cytokines, including the macrophage-attraction molecules. When a tumor acquires the ability to release significant amounts of macrophage-attraction molecules it causes the expansion of a population of myeloid immature cells that may not only help the tumor to suppress immune reactions but also aid in the construction of new blood vessels for tumor growth. A better understanding of the molecular basis of a local myelomonocytic cell population will bring a better understanding of the immunopathology of this disease and will lead to therapeutic interventions in uveal melanoma. This review focuses on the roles of the local inflammatory microenvironment in the development and progression of uveal melanoma.
Inflammatory infiltrates play a critical role during different developmental stages of most malignancies and their progression. It is important to look at the various cells present in the tumor microenvironment as the interplay between these cells can affect both tumor growth and macrophage function. With regard to uveal melanoma, this infiltrate consists of a heterogeneous group of cells. The classifications of immune cells in situ are based on cell surface markers and therefore illustrate phenotypic rather than functional qualities. A large immunohistochemical study showed that 134 out of 1,078 tumors contained a lymphocytic infiltrate (100 or more lymphocytes per 20 high-power (×400) microscopic fields) [9]. A second study of 27 tumors showed that lymphocyte infiltration is variable when tumor suspensions were analyzed by flow cytometry and a substantial proportion of TIL were CD8+ T cells, with some CD4+ T cells [10]. These subpopulations were respectively named T suppressor/cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) and helper T cells, but they were not functionally assessed. Natural killer (NK) cells are lacking in primary uveal melanomas [11] and B cells are rare [12]. More recently, Foxp3+ regulatory T cells (Treg) were found to be present in 12–24% of uveal melanomas [13, 14]. These are a specialized subpopulation of T cells which suppress the activation of the immune system.

Not only T cells but also macrophages, which can be identified because they express CD68+, are commonly present in uveal melanoma and are referred to as tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs). Their number is higher in tumors with epithelioid cells, increased microvascular density (MVD) and large tumor size, all of which are markers of increased malignancy [15]. In an immunohistochemical study of 24 tumors, the presence of a T lymphocyte infiltrate was positively correlated with an increased density of CD11b macrophages, both of which were related to human leukocyte antigen (HLA) expression [11]. This increased expression of HLA class I as well as HLA class II occurred more frequently in epithelioid cell type tumors. In a study of 103 uveal melanomas, cells of the monocyte/macrophage lineage, rather than T cells, were the predominant group of TIL [16]. Two types of TAMs can be identified: M2 and M1 macrophages. The former generally have less antigen presentation or tumoricidal capacity, dampen T cell responses and show a high expression of angiogenic factors [e.g. vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)]. On the other hand, classically-activated M1 macrophages kill cancer cells and elicit tumor-destructive reactions centered on blood vessels [17]. In uveal melanoma, the macrophages within the tumor almost all display the same phenotype, as determined by immunofluorescence histochemistry with monoclonal antibodies against CD68 and CD163, which qualifies them as the M2 type [18].

**Prognostic Relevance**

A wide range of prognostic parameters have been identified in uveal melanoma, such as tumor basal diameter, tumor cell type, specific chromosome aberrations and a specific gene expression profile [19]. Immunologic determinants related to prognosis include HLA expression and lymphocyte and macrophage infiltration. Although it was thought that the presence of infiltrating antigen-presenting cells (APCs) would help to stimulate antitumor immune responses, current data suggests that the presence of infiltrating macrophages and T cells is associated with a worse survival [9, 15, 20]. The combined presence of infiltrating macrophages, lymphocytes and an increased expression of inflammation-related molecules (HLA class I and II) is known as the inflammatory phenotype of uveal malignant melanomas [21] (fig. 1).

**Cancer-Related Inflammation**

One wonders which biochemical pathways link inflammation and cancer. Genetic events may initiate the expression of inflammation-related molecules, leading to the recruitment of myelomonocytic cells and stimulation of angiogenesis [7]. Key orchestrators of the intrinsic pathway include specific transcription factors such as nuclear factor-kappa B and signal transducer activator of transcription-3, and inflammatory cytokines. Moreover, inflammation and cancer may have a mutual influence by contributing to the genetic instability of cancer cells. Uveal melanomas may acquire chromosomal defects as they grow, such as the loss of one copy of chromosome 3 (monosomy 3) or gain of (iso)chromosome 8q, further increasing the risk of metastatic death [22]. The inflammatory phenotype correlates with one specific genomic abnormality, i.e. the loss of one copy of chromosome 3 [21]. The exact genetic mechanisms involved in the pathogenesis of uveal melanoma remain unknown, but these events may include the activation of various types of oncogenes by mutation, or the inactivation of tumor-suppressor genes, initiating a pathophysiological mechanism.
in which inflammation and infiltrating macrophages play an important role. For example, uveal melanoma cells which have lost one copy of chromosome 3 may produce inflammatory mediators, which recruit and activate various leukocytes, i.e. CD8+, CD4+ and Foxp3+ T cells, as well as macrophages. Activation of these infiltrating cells will result in more inflammatory mediators being produced and a cancer-related tumor-promoting inflammatory microenvironment being generated (fig. 2).

**Genome-Wide Microarray Analysis**

Gene-driven signals may activate intrinsic proinflammatory pathways that stimulate progression in cancer [23] and thus also in uveal melanoma. Using microarray gene expression profiling, unsupervised hierarchical cluster analysis resulted in two distinct entities of uveal melanoma, which are associated with chromosome 3 status [24]. When two gene signatures of 25 uveal melanomas were compared with respect to a 92-month survival probability, gene expression profiling was found to be associated with survival [25]. Singh et al. [26] studied gene expression data of 27 uveal melanoma samples and showed that a poor patient survival was related to the expression of genes encoding the histocompatibility complex class I and class II, as well as other immune response genes (e.g. the nuclear factor of activated T cells, macrophage stimulating pseudogene 9). These findings suggest that survival is influenced by differences in inflammatory responses in the tumor. Further research is necessary to see whether the relevant genes are expressed by the microenvironment or by the tumor cells.

**Fig. 1.** Complex inflammatory phenotype in uveal melanoma, showing an inflammatory infiltrate consisting of CD68+CD163+ M2 macrophages, CD8+ T cells, CD4+ T cells, Foxp3+ regulatory T cells and increased HLA class I and II (HC10 is shown) expression of the uveal melanoma cells.
Tumor-Promoting Inflammatory Microenvironment

The orchestration of the myelomonocytic cell influx and function differentiation is an important element in pathways connecting inflammation and cancer. In uveal melanoma, there are several mechanisms whereby the tumor may take advantage of the inflammatory microenvironment. Instead of a strong antitumor response, the immune cells in the microenvironment, and in particular macrophages, probably adopt a trophic role during tumor progression. Uveal melanoma may actively recruit macrophages, with which they synergize to establish the proangiogenic, immunosuppressive, and thus prometastatic environment, which downregulates innate and adaptive immune responses.

Promotion of Angiogenesis

One very important determinant in uveal melanoma is angiogenesis. Uveal melanoma cells disseminate hematogenously, as there are extensive lymphatics within the orbit, but not inside the eye. In uveal melanoma, one can determine the MVD by counting the number of blood vessels per unit area in the most vascularized parts of the tumor ('hot spots') using anti-CD34 antibodies; this MVD is higher in tumors with epithelioid cells and is associated with a bad prognosis [27]. A higher vessel density is also associated with the number of tumor-infiltrating macrophages [15], which can be attributed to their proangiogenic M2-phenotype [18]. That macrophages may indeed play an important proangiogenic role in ocular tumors has been shown in an
animal study in which removal of predominantly M2 macrophages in old mice by systemic injection of clo- dronate-containing liposomes directly reduced tumor outgrowth [28].

**Immunosuppression**

TAMs can lead to an immunosuppressive environment, as M2 macrophages produce anti-inflammatory cytokines such as interleukin (IL)-10 and transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-β). Using immunocytochemistry, the presence of TGF-β was found in all of eleven human uveal melanoma stained with pan-TGF-β or TGF-β2 antibody [29]. It remains unclear whether this detected TGF-β is produced by the tumor cells or by the inflammatory cells. However, this specific microenvi- ronment can modify T lymphocyte response, prevent T lymphocyte activation and proliferation and trigger the creation of suppressive and regulatory lymphocytes. The immunosuppressive role of TAMs has been suggested in a study where CD11b+ macrophages cells isolated from tumor-containing eyes of B6.Pl mice inhibited CD8+ CTL responses in vitro [30]

Besides their effect on CTLs, another link between macrophages and lymphocytes is indicated, as macrophages can profoundly affect Treg function, and vice versa. Culturing monocytes in the presence of Tregs resulted in differentiation into M2 macrophages and suppression of proinflammatory cytokines. Conversely, M2 macrophages may drive the conversion of naive T cells into adaptive Tregs and may also regulate their recruitment. IL-10 is an influential factor in this two-way interaction (reviewed by Biswas and Mantovani [31]). Tregs, as determined by nuclear Foxp3 staining, are present in a subset of uveal melanoma and have been associated with the extent of cyclooxygenase (COX)-2 expression [14]. COX-2 is a molecule involved in the COX-2/prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) pathway, which is attributed to immune-modulating effects that strongly contribute to an immunosuppressive microenvironment in cancer. This indicates that part of the T cells present in uveal melanoma should be able to suppress local immunity. Moreover, the number of CD68+CD163+ M2 macrophages was strongly associated with the number of infiltrating Foxp3+ Tregs (unpubl. data). Lymphocytes recovered from six ocular melanomas all had the capacity to lyse tumor cells [32]. This cytotoxic activity was revealed when these lymphocytes were cultured in the presence of exogenous IL-2, indicating that lymphocytes with the potential to kill melanoma cells accumulate in uveal melanomas. These nonspecific lymphocytes that thus can be activated are probably sup- pressed in the in situ microenvironment. In this way, a growing uveal melanoma orchestrates a web of distinct but integrated suppressive activities.

**Antigen Presentation on Local APCs**

The activation and function of APCs is known to vary considerably based on the location of these cells. Sufficient antigen presentation is necessary to obtain efficient T cell priming. The ability of APCs in the microenvironment of uveal melanomas to effectively present antigen or activate T cells was determined by analyzing the expression of CD40 and CD83 on macrophages and dendritic cells (DCs) [33]. CD40, necessary for T cell stimulation, was present on pigmented macrophages in 7 out of 10 tested cases of uveal melanoma. In contrast, CD40 was not present on DCs. Moreover, CD83, a marker of mature DCs, was present on a few cells in only one tumor and completely absent in the remaining tumors. The absence of mature APC phenotypes in the tumor may affect the ability of T cells to mount an antitumor response in uveal melanoma.

**The Role of Soluble Factors**

The uveal melanoma microenvironment includes sol-uble components, e.g. cytokines that may be derived from either neoplastic or nonneoplastic cells. Cytokines and their receptors constitute a large family of molecules that control the trafficking of immune cells during their development. For example, TAMs originate as blood mono- cytes recruited from the tumor vasculature by tumor-de- rived signals. Inflammation is not only localized in the tumor itself, as uveal melanoma-containing eyes often carry increased levels of inflammation-related cytokines in their aqueous humor, e.g. IL-6, MCP-1, macrophage migration inhibitory factor, bFGF, RANTES, GM-CSF, VEGF, ICAM-1, VCAM, and IP-10 [34]. Moreover, this study demonstrated that the presence of these inflammato- ry cytokines was independent of the macrophage popu- lation present in the tumor.

Several in vitro studies of uveal melanoma showed a range of important factors. In one study, melanoma cell lines expressed IL-2R and IL-15R, while tumor-infiltrat- ing lymphocytes and macrophages produced IL-2 and IL-15 that stimulated tumor cell proliferation [35]. Soluble factors secreted by macrophages influence the produc- tion of the melanoma inhibitory activity (MIA) of uveal
melanoma cells [36]. MIA is known to inhibit tumor cell attachment to the extracellular matrix enhancing their invasive potential. Production of MIA by tumor cells increased when macrophage-conditioned medium was added to human uveal melanoma cell lines.

In turn, tumor cells may influence their interaction with macrophages by promoting an M2-like polarization. Among the factors that can promote polarization of M2 macrophages are VEGF, M-CSF, TGF-β, IL-6, IL-10 and PGE₂ [37]. Uveal melanoma cell lines commonly express angiogenic as well as immunosuppressive factors, including VEGF, TGF-β₁, the secreted form of IL-1 receptor antagonist (sIL-1ra), IL-6, IL-8 and IL-10 [38]. However, expression varied between cell lines and cytokine production was not necessarily confirmed by ELISA. Endothelial monocyte-activating polypeptide (EMAP)-II is a chemotactic cytokine which has an effect on macrophages. The colocalization of EMAP-II and macrophages was seen in serial sections of 25 primary uveal melanoma, indicating that macrophages had accumulated at sites with EMAP-II expression [39]. Macrophage migration inhibitory factor, a cytokine that produces an immediate inhibition of NK cell-mediated lytic activity, is produced by uveal melanoma cell lines [40]. This NK-inhibiting immune privilege contributes to the growth and metastasis of ocular melanomas by affecting cytokolysis of uveal melanoma target cells.

When cytokine expression was determined by mRNA analysis in 16 primary uveal melanomas and compared to healthy choroids, significant variability in expression was seen – TGF-α was present in 15 and IL-2 in 14 of the 16 tumors. Other mRNAs of cytokines were rarer – interferon-gamma (IFN-γ) was only seen in 4 cases, TNFα in 1 and IL-4 was not found at all [41]. This specific cytokine profile showed no association with infiltrating lymphocytes or macrophages, as detected by flow cytometry. Interestingly, IFN-γ-mRNA expression was significantly associated with the development of metastasis. IFN-γ can upregulate the expression in uveal melanoma cells of two immunoinhibitory molecules, indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO) and programmed cell death-1 (reviewed by Niederkorn [42]). IFN-γ inducible IDO upregulation by primary uveal melanoma may generate a local immune-privileged microenvironment to promote an escape from T cell-mediated immune surveillance. However, one immunohistochemical study demonstrated that programmed cell death-1 was not expressed by five primary uveal melanomas in situ [43], while another study on primary uveal melanoma showed that they also did not express IDO [44]. Therefore, instead of a direct release of IDO, TGF-β or IL-10 by uveal melanoma cells, the TIL including TAMs may help by producing these cytokines.

The ‘cross-talk’ between uveal melanoma tumor cells and macrophages was seen in experiments where uveal melanoma and a monocyte cell line (28SC) were cultured in each other’s conditioned medium [45, 46]. 28SC incubated in melanoma-conditioned medium caused higher upregulation of IL-6 and VEGF than did uveal melanoma cells incubated in a monocyte-conditioned medium, while PGE₂ remained undetectable. Furthermore, uveal melanoma soluble factors have been shown to have an inhibitory effect on the cytotoxic or antitumor activity of macrophages as melanoma-conditioned medium inhibited nitric oxide production by macrophages [47]. This is an example of uveal melanoma-induced suppression of the polarized M1-tumoricidal function. A shift in macrophage polarization was induced in a xenograft experimental uveal melanoma mouse model when inhibiting IL-1 with an antagonist (IL-1ra) resulted in growth inhibition of MUM2B and OCM1 tumors [48]. After this IL-1ra treatment, TAMs showed a lower expression of M2 markers (such as arginase and CD206), but a higher expression of M1 markers (such as IL-12(p40) and CXCL10).

Macrophage-Influx after Therapy

Treatment of the primary uveal melanoma may affect leukocyte influx. There are many options available for the treatment of uveal melanoma, such as enucleation, plaque radiotherapy (e.g. episcleral ruthenium-106 application), proton beam radiotherapy and transpupillary thermotherapy (reviewed by Papastefanou and Cohen [49]). Moderate to high numbers of tumor-infiltrating macrophages were present in the majority of irradiated melanomas. Following brachytherapy with ruthenium plaques, the central tumor area contained melanoma cells with major signs of radiation-related changes, and included variable numbers of lymphocytes and macrophages [50]. These intratumoral macrophages often carried pigment and are called melanophages. In another study, two of the most prominent findings within tumors following ruthenium plaque therapy were tumor cell necrosis and an accumulation of pigmented macrophages [51]. Local treatment with thermotherapy also stimulated the influx of macrophages [52]. After (experimental) transscleral thermotherapy (TSTT), a high density of CD68+ macrophages was found at the borders of treated...
spots [53]. Even at a 10-year follow-up examination of a patient with macular uveal melanoma treated with proton beam irradiation, the pigmented choroidal mass consisted of spindle cells and a large number of pigment-laden macrophages [54]. When primarily enucleated eyes were compared to secondarily enucleated eyes after brachytherapy in a case-control analysis of 34 matched pairs, significantly more necrosis and a lower MVD was observed in the melanomas of the brachytherapy-treated group [55]. However, the macrophages were similarly distributed in both groups, but only associated with the MVD in the primarily enucleated tumors. Therefore, reduced MVD after brachytherapy cannot be attributed to different numbers of TAMs or differences in cell infiltration in the non necrotic areas of the tumor. In support of these observations, further analysis of the TSTT-treated tumors revealed that the macrophages at the border of the TSTT-treated areas were both CD68 and CD163 positive and thus typical M2 macrophages [53]. Following treatment, the most important role of macrophages in tissue repair and/or phagocytosis may be to clear damaged tumor cells, and not their proangiogenic function.

Local tumor treatment thus affects the influx of scavenger cells that help to remove tumor cells. Recent evidence suggests that before irradiation macrophages preferentially migrate to the tumor through the choroid and after irradiation through the sclera [56]. Pigmented episcleral deposits have been observed in most eyes after brachytherapy and it has been observed that these deposits are related to transsclerally migrating macrophages carrying pigment debris. The more the tumor has shrunk by 3 years after brachytherapy, the higher the number of pigmented episcleral deposits [57]. The influence of these routes (and function of macrophages) on tumor progression and regression should be further studied in vivo.

Conclusions

Uveal melanoma development and expansion appear to be dependent on multiple signals mediated by the inflammatory microenvironment. Besides the neoplastic uveal melanoma cells, there are numerous other actors (nonmalignant cells) present on the stage, including lymphocytes and macrophages. Also cytokines and chemokines have an important role in this network of cells within the microenvironment. Inside this complex microenvironment, uveal melanomas have adapted in such a way that they take control of the local host immune response through influencing the relative distribution and activation state of these various cell subpopulations. With regard to treatment, the complex network of different infiltrating cells should be addressed instead of focusing on the tumor cells alone. The unique interplay between tumor cells, immune cells and cytokines suggests that immunomodulation may prove to be a useful therapy in the treatment of uveal melanoma. Studies that better characterize the dynamic relationship between these three players will be valuable not only in understanding the pathophysiological mechanisms of tumor growth and immune evasion, but also in devising new therapeutics. In situ immune cell traffic, e.g. by life imaging, can be instrumental in understanding the initiation of adaptive immunity and will certainly reveal novel features in uveal melanoma-related inflammation.
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